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“The system is 
performing 
wonderfully.  Everyone 
loves how easy it is to 
use. We are all looking 
forward to having all of 
the documents in the 
system” 
 
-Gordon Adams, FAU 
Student Health 
Services  

 

 
 

 DigitalVision Serves FAU’s Student Health 
Services 

Florida Atlantic University (FAU), located in Boca Raton, Florida, is a rapidly 
growing, comprehensive public university with an enrollment of approximately 
25,000 students. Student Health Services (SHS) at various campus locations 
cater to the physical well-being of the student population. All students are 
required to fill out an immunization form prior to attending classes on campus. 
The SHS must maintain these signed forms along with the attached 
documentation for seven years.  SHS was mired in hundreds of thousands of 
paper documents, which occupied premium office space. It took valuable time 
and resources to search and retrieve the documents. FAU released an RFP to 
solicit a solution to this problem.  

PowerVision proposed a solution based on its DigitalVision Document 
Management System to solve FAU’s problems in a cost-effective manner, with 
proven and quantifiable Return on Investment. In a highly competitive field of 
26 vendors, PowerVision scored the highest. Gordon Adams, the Chairman of 
the selection committee noted, “PowerVision presented a complete EDMS 
(Electronic Document Management System) that was extremely easy to use and 
learn.”  

 

 

Solution

Business Area: 
� EDMS 

Key Technologies: 
� DigitalVision 
� Java, JSP 
� Tomcat Server 
� Sybase  

PowerVision’s Role: 
� Analysis 
� Design 
� Development 
� Implementation 
� Support 
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FAU receives the immunization forms year-round, with the bulk of the load 
coming during the Fall and Spring admissions. Many forms have attachments in 
various sizes, shapes and colors. PowerVision took challenge of scanning and 
cataloging a backlog of over 400,000 documents into the DigitalVision system, 
that was specifically configured to suit FAU’s needs. PowerVision’s solution 
based on DigitalVision effectively manages the immunization records for FAU.  
Using High Speed scanners from Kodak and Adobe Capture software, 
PowerVision developed an efficient process flow to scan and catalog the  
documents. Within a month, PowerVision delivered the complete DigitalVision 
system with 25% of the documents available on-line. Using our EZ-Load 
software, FAU loads new documents into the system every week with a single 
mouse click. Now the system is accessed by SHS staff who save significant 
amount of time in accessing and retrieving immunization records and consent 
forms. 

 

 

The DigitalVision system was deployed at  FAU in October 2002. PowerVision 
will continue to scan and catalog documents for FAU as immunization records 
are submitted by new applicants. The system is securely deployed at the SHS in 
accordance with the HIPAA regulations for medical records privacy. 
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